
“THE MOST ANTICIPATED EVENT IN HISTORY”   
REVELATION 19:17-21; SUPPORT SCRIPTURE 

 

I.  THE EVENT: JUDGMENT, THE JUDGE AND THE 
 RESTORATION :  WHY NEEDED? 

 A.  The search for freedom, supremacy of control and 
  utopian paradise  - perversions of the Garden  
  1.  To have true free will; sovereignty  Gen 3:4-5 
  2.  To be free of God and His rules  - Psa 2 
  3.  Rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft… 1Sam 15:23 
  4.  The spirit of Babylon   - back to Babel  - a life 
   independent of God 
  5.  The pursuit of eternal life, controllable life  -  
   transhumanism; machine, chemical and  
   animal united 
  6.  Expressed as totalitarian, dystopian and  
   destructive of anything like the image of God; 
   fear and anger are united; propaganda 
  7.  Union with the devil  - the last delusion of this 
   age; you shall be as gods 
 B.  The just and longsuffering God had warned of  
  judgment on this rebellion  - the Day of the LORD  
  1.  The wicked saw it as weakness and the scoffers 
   saw it merely as words.   Psa 50:21; 2 Pet 3:3-4 
  2.  The whole world will know it as it begins and 
   feel it as it is happening 
  3.  Yet for all these signs and judgments, they will 
   not repent; they will be destroyed 
  4.  Knowing the terror of the Lord, we persuade 
   men...2 Cor 5:11; Heb 10:31; Heb 12:29 
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  5.  The entire time of the Tribulation to the Second 
   Coming is the Day of the LORD; the coming 
   wrath; Daniel’s 70th week; collectively the  
   period is called the coming of the Son of Man
  6.  It is like the Flood in the Days of Noah  
  7.  The key to watch is the ingathering of Israel and 
   their restoration to faith in Messiah  
 

II.  THE EVENT CARRIED OUT  
  A.  The sun and moon are darkened; more stars fall 
   from heaven and the powers of the heavens are 
   shaken 
  B.  Gathering of the elect to join Him for the battle 
  C.  Invitation to dinner  - Multitudes gathered in 
   the valley and the gathering of the carrion  
   birds 
  D.  As lightning flashes from East to West...I saw 
   heaven opened...white horse and the rider who 
   sat on him...all see it and mourn 
  E.  Includes flaming fire to cleanse the earth of the 
   bloody, murderous rebellion of the ages and 
   the spoiling of the earth  2 Thess 1:8; 2 Pet 3:12 
  F.  War against the Beast, the false prophet, the  
   kings of the earth and their armies  -   
   Armageddon  
  G.  Beast and false prophet  - alive to lake of Fire 
  H.  Armies  - all killed with the sword of His mouth; 
   blood to the horses bridle 
  I.  Birds filled 
  J.  Satan bound in the abyss; judgments follow 
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